SERGIO TACCHINI
VIBE TENNIS COLLECTION

Milan, May 2015 – Sergio Tacchini launches its new tennis pro collection, Tennis
VIBE, for the 2015 Roland Garros tournament.
For this technical line, the brand’s style office was inspired by the strong sunny colours
of summer, using Ocean Blue, yellow and Berry Red, and the icon double stripe from
the Young Line, completely reworked with pixelated patterns that turn a graphic
element from the eighties into an on-trend, modern insert.
The polo is in quick-dry interlock techno fabric which wicks perspiration away quickly
for an optimum always-dry sensation. The collar is engineered, in other words
designed and manufactured with different ribbing processes for greater lightness and
breathability, offering decidedly better comfort than the normal ribbed collar. The
raglan sleeve has a graphic insert on the shoulder, taken from an eighties polo in the
company’s archive. Monoblock inserts in mesh run right down the side of the polo to
guarantee fluid movements, breathability and elegant fit that accentuates the athletic
figure of the player.
The shorts are in quick-dry mechanical stretch techno fabric, therefore stretch not due
to elasticised fibres but the result of special working of the fabric’s own warp. The very
soft feel of the garment is guaranteed by soft-touch fabric, light and extremely fine to
ensure wearer comfort. There are mesh inserts on both the inside and outside leg,
where a strip in mesh runs right around the shorts from one leg to the other across the
back, leaving muscles greater freedom for better elasticity and maximum garment
performance. The graphics on the shorts are white pixels on white, which like a sound
wave radiates out from the brand’s logo.
The tracksuit that rounds out the line is in quick-dry stretch mechanical techno fabric
with textured collar and graphic inserts on the shoulders, like the polo. The jacket is

white, contrasting with the navy blue trousers. The softness of the garment is
guaranteed by soft touch treatment.
Cap, bandana, wristbands and socks round out the line, on sale from the online store
www.sergiotacchini.com from 11 May 2015.

